28-29 October
7 a.m. this morning, two hours before the liner was due to leave
Southampton for New York. He was sixty-two years of age.
Thursday 29	parliament
To-day Sir Philip S^ssoon wound up the Xuffield-ST/inton
controversy. Lord Nuffield, he said, did not withdraw his
criticism of the shadow scheme, but had placed his services
at the disposal of the Government for any other purposes.
The Government, for their part, regretted Lord XufEeld's
disagreement with the shadow scheme policy, but repeated that
it had been adopted on the advice of the experienced firms who
were making aero-engines. The House warmly approved this
pool of amendes honorables.
Mr. Eden defended the London Committee and its agree-
ment, though imperfect. Without it a European war would
have been on the cards. We had not surplus arms to send. If
tension had increased, France would have had none. Russia,
Germany, and Italy would have sent, but the insurgents would
have got most.
Mr. Baldwin noted the rapid and remarkable change in
Opposition views about Spain. He himself stood where the
Opposition stood at Edinburgh. Passing to the great move-
ments abroad in Europe, Mr. Baldwin said that Communism
was a creed which brooked no fact in which it did not believe.
It had bred Fascism—another creed of force. We must take
good care that neither creed took root. Meanwhile he had fought
for one thing only—the keeping of peace.
the expansion of the R.A.F.
A White Paper is issued entitled "Note on the Policy of His
Majesty's Government in relation to the production of aero-
engines." The note details the factors which governed the
policy of the Air Ministry for the supply of aero-engines for
service purposes before the formulation of the shadow scheme,
and then describes in detail the relations between Lord Nuffield
and the Air Ministry, first concerning the 1935 expansion pro-
gramme, and secondly the scheme for a shadow industry. At
a meeting with Lord Swinton and Lord Weir, Lord Nuffield
had expressed anxiety at the unpreparedness of the arrange-
ments for the supply of aero-engines. It was made clear to him
that the real customer for the military aero-engine was the
aeroplane manufacturer, and an engine market could not be
guaranteed by the Air Ministry.
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